Podere Crespine
Via San Leolino 46
I-50020 Panzano in Chianti
Tel: +39 (055) 8560975, (055) 852521

How to arrive at Crespine
From Florence airport:
1. Leaving the airport turn right on the beginning highway in direction Roma, Bologna, Pisa
2. After a few kilometers leave the highway in direction Roma. You have to pull a ticket for
calculation of the toll. You will enter highway A1 in direction Roma (south)
3. Take the second exit (Firenze Impruneta) and pay the toll (approx. 1,30 Euro). Directly
afterwards you reach a circle. Take the second street to the right (indication Siena –
Greve). You can also take the first to the right where also Siena is indicated. In this case
you leave the following highway at San Donatoi and you will arrive at Panzano from the
south instead of from north as with the following instruction.
4. Follow this street for approx. 7-8 minutes. You pass an American cemetery of the second
world war. After a long curve to the left just in front of you appears the name of the
village „Falciani“. Instead of following the main street to the right you enter Falciani by
going straight forward.
5. This road you will drive to the very end (Approx. 20 minutes). You will pass the villages
„Il Ferrone“ and „Passo dei Pecorai“.
6. At the end of this street turn right in direction „Greve“. Drive through Greve until you
enter the next village „Panzano“. You will find youself in a small market place with a
fountain in the middle.
7. At the end of this place take the first road to the left. It leads a little uphill and after some
hundred meters will turn into a country style road.
8. Follow this street for approx 1.3km and you will come to a beautiful place with trees on
every side of the street and a magnificent view. At the end of this point there is a road
cross. Turn right following the indication „Crespine“.
9. After 100 meters you have to turn right again, still following “Crespine”. This road you go
on for about 1.2km and you will find Crespine on the left hand side.
Estimated time from airport to Crespine:

60-70 minutes

From Pisa airport:
1. Take the highway from Pisa in direction to Florence
2. Shortly before reaching Florence change highway to A1 in direction “Roma”
3. Follow the above description beginning with “3.”
Estimated time from airport to Crespine:

100-110 minutes
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